Theraspace
OMEGA UPHOLSTERY
For the production of our tables from the Theraspace line we use durable polyurethane upholstery.

**Technical specification:**

Surface: 100% Polyurethane  
Back: 100% Polyester

- **Resistance to hydrolisis** (8 years)  
- **Does not contain chemical solvents**  
- **High scratch resistance**  
- **Respects the environment**  
- **Durability and performance** >500 000 cycles (intensive usage)

**Cleaning:**

Any stain, spills or soiling should be cleaned up promptly with a neutral soap solution using a cloth in smooth circular movements.

Colors:

- OM006 WHITE
- OM240 BEIGE
- OM315 SKY
- OM221 BLUE
- OM314 CEMENT
- OM076 OLIVE GREY
- OM173 DARK BROWN
- OM225 BLACK
- OM469 LIMA
- OM157 FOREST
- OM053 RED
- OM217 BORDEAUX